My Story

After being diagnosed with Dysautonomia as a freshman in high
school, Mikaela Aschoff founded
Mik’s Hidden Hearts Alliance,
spreading hope to others struggling
with chronic illnesses

“My message to others is
and serves as
one of
a reminder to focus on what
can do, not on
what your body can’t do.”

hope
you

EDITOR’S NOTE: Katy Magazine would like to
thank Multiplicity for lending us their facility to
capture the beautiful photography for this story.
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Giving the Gift

of Hope

Mikaela Aschoff collapsed at her first Homecoming dance,
but doctors had no idea what was wrong with her. After a
series of tests, she was diagnosed with a devastating disease.
Now this Katy teen finds purpose and meaning giving gift
boxes of love to other teens with chronic illnesses.
Here is her story...
Written by Mikaela Aschoff

October 23, 2010 was supposed to be the carefree day of
my first homecoming. Prior to this date, I was a healthy
teenager attending Seven Lakes High School who worked
hard to make good grades. I was a driven teen with many
passions and it was my plan to go to a prestigious culinary
school after I graduated, and one day own my own cake and
catering business. I had my goals set and my future planned
– or so I thought.
At the dance, my friends and I hit the dance floor and
we were having a blast. About an hour into the evening,
however, I started feeling “off ” and slightly dizzy. I have
never had that feeling before, and I tried to push through it.
Then I began having a sharp pain in my side. Before I knew
it, I became instantly pale, my eyes rolled back, and I fainted
right there in the center of the dance floor.

Misdiagnosed as Panic Attacks

The first hospital I visited had no idea what was wrong with
me, so they said I had a panic attack. My mom disagreed, to
put it nicely. She was my champion and was determined to
find me help elsewhere.
My general practitioner was not sure what to do with me
either, and because lab results were largely inconclusive, my
ailments were mislabeled as anxiety. During this time, I had

another really bad episode at home, so my mom took me
to Memorial Hermann Katy Hospital. Instead of ignoring
or mislabeling the issue, they decided to transfer me to the
specialists at Children’s Memorial Hermann Hospital in the
medical center.
By this time, it seemed my body was in overdrive with
symptoms. If I stood up for even a minute, I would faint.
Sitting up became difficult. My legs were not working
properly and I would require assistance just to walk a couple
of steps. Being dizzy and nauseous became commonplace.
My heart continued to race and my chest felt very tight. I
had an intense pain on one side of my abdomen and I felt
completely exhausted and unable to think clearly.

Experiments and Answers

The tests continued to come back normal, so the team
decided to have me get up and walk to see if they could
witness my reaction. As I got out of bed, I immediately
became pale and my lower legs turned red. I became hot
to the touch and only made it a couple of steps before
collapsing. Doctors checked my vitals and noticed an
extreme drop in my blood pressure and a racing heartbeat.
Because the inability to remain upright without symptoms
is a hallmark symptom for a condition called Dysautonomia,
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my doctor ordered a tilt table test from which I finally
received my official diagnosis: Dysautonomia with subtype
of Neurocardiogenic Syncope.
Dysautonomia refers to a group of complex conditions
caused by a dysfunction of the autonomic nervous system.
Basically, it means a person’s autonomic nervous system is
not functioning properly. The autonomic nervous system
controls everything that your body does for you that you
don’t have to consciously think about (breathing, heartbeat,
etc.). When your autonomic nervous system is not working
properly, almost anything in your body can go wrong.
Unfortunately, there is no cure for my illness, although there
is a chance I could outgrow it by my mid-twenties. There is
also no exact treatment for the illness, so medications must
continually be adjusted to keep up with my symptoms.

Giving the Gift of Hope

After being ill and homebound for over a year after
diagnosis, and having to go through more rounds of
extensive tests, I felt exhausted. I kept praying that God
would bring something good out of my situation. It was then
that I had the idea to bring Dysautonomia awareness to the
forefront and help other teens with this disease and other

life-changing chronic illnesses; so my charity Mik’s Hidden
Hearts Alliance was born.
My idea was to send fellow teens gift boxes to let them know
there are people who care. I also wanted to create a social
outreach program to stay in contact so we could all support
each other. Friends and family began donating gift cards
and teen-focused gifts, and we delivered dozens of “Hope
Kits” to the teens at Children’s Memorial Hermann Hospital.
Though my body was not well, helping others made my
spirit come alive.
We have since sent hundreds of gift bags to Children’s
Memorial Hermann Hospital and have had Hope Kit
requests from all over the country. We have met so many
incredible patients along the way. Our local dysautonomia
community even hosted its first annual Boo Bash event in
Katy to raise awareness and funds for more hope kits.
Teens and their families who once thought they were alone
with this underdiagnosed condition are grateful for Mik’s
Hidden Hearts Alliance. My new friends have inspired
me just as much as they say I inspire them. My message to
others is one of hope and serves as a reminder to focus on
what YOU can do, not on what your body can’t do. KM

Leaders in ORTHOPEDICS & SPORTS MEDICINE

Dr. Winfield Campbell,
Orthopedic Surgeon,
General & Sports Medicine

Dr. Pedro Cosculluela,
Orthopedic Surgeon,
Foot & Ankle

Dr. HoSun Hwang,
Orthopedic Surgeon,
Spine

Dr. Christopher Smith,
Orthopedic Surgeon,
General & Sports Medicine

Methodist West Houston Hospital’s team of orthopedic surgeons specializes in treating injuries and disorders
of the foot, spine and joints, as well as sports or exercise-related injuries. With access to the most advanced
technology available in Katy and West Houston, the team provides compassionate, personalized care for every
generation in your family.
832-522-BONE (2663) | methodistwesthouston.com
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Homecoming 2010 just hours
before Mikaela first collapsed

Mikaela’s family, Kyle, Kamden, Keri and Tim, has been
her primary source of strength

Photo by Jen Culotta

HOW TO HELP
Katy Magazine would like to thank
Mikaela for sharing her story of hope
and helping others.
If you would like to help her provide gift boxes
to teens with chronic illnesses visit

hiddenheartsalliance.org
and make a donation online.

Difficulty standing upright is a
hallmark of her disease and now
requires Mikaela to spend much
of her time in a wheelchair

Mik’s Hidden Hearts Alliance
distributes teen-centered Hope
Kits to Children’s Memorial
Hermann Hospital patients
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You’ve got friends at The Bible Seminary

Rooted in
the WORD

Now Accepting Applications

Professional ministry training, cutting-edge tools, and extraordinary
experiences in one of the most unique seminary programs in America

Bible Study classes
Bible Certificate program
Master of Divinity degrees

Dr. K. Lynn Lewis, Provost
The Bible Seminary
2655 S Mason Road
Katy, TX 77450
281-646-1109 (Office)
info@TheBibleSeminary.org

Apply or Register online at TheBibleSeminary.org

The Bible Seminary is a 501(c)(3) institution of higher education incorporated in the state of Texas in 2010. All DONATIONS are charitable and tax deductible as allowed by law. The seminary ADMITS qualified students of any race, color, national and ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs, and
activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school. It does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin in administration of its educational policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.
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